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Abstract 
 
Recent research suggests that, in some situations, numeric information may lack the 
‘evaluability’ of visual representations of the same data. In such cases, reliance upon 
numeric information exacerbates tendencies for survey respondents to rely upon heuristics 
rather than their underlying preferences in formulating responses. Adapting such insights to 
the field of non-market valuation, for certain environmental goods, information on increases 
or decreases in the numeric levels of an attributes may trigger reliance upon the loss 
aversion heuristic, leading to an exacerbation of the well know gains/loss asymmetry 
problem (Horowitz and McConnell, 2002). 
 
A split sample choice experiment (CE) is described in which standard approaches to 
conveying a land use change scenario (relying principally on numeric information) are 
contrasted with an alternative treatment in which objectively identical information is 
presented in visual form via virtual reality (VR) visualisations. A third treatment combines 
both formats. Results show that the gains/loss asymmetry is roughly twice as strong under a 
conventional numeric CE design than in the presence of visual information. The combined 
VRCE methodology developed in the paper therefore significantly ameliorates this pervasive 
anomaly and, we contend, represents an exciting prospect for the incorporation of complex 
real world environments within economic analyses.  
  
 
Keywords: gains/loss asymmetry; loss aversion; non-market valuation; choice experiments; 
virtual reality; land use change; coastal zones.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Economic theory postulates that an individual’s choices regarding trade-offs between goods 
will be dependent upon the attributes and services of those goods and the characteristics 
and preferences of that individual (Lancaster, 1966). However, given the virtually infinite 
variety of goods and provision changes which could conceivably arise it would clearly be 
both highly inefficient and practically infeasible for individuals to invest time in determining 
prior preferences for all such options. Indeed, the existence of prior preferences is not 
required by economic theory (Carson, Groves and Machina, 1999). Rather it is assumed that 
individuals form their preferences as required but in accordance with the principles of 
economic theory.  

An issue here concerns the formation process itself which some evidence suggests may not 
be an instantaneous process. Rather, certain commentators argue that theoretically 
consistent preferences are typically ‘discovered’ through experience and/or repetition 
(Binmore, 1994; 1999; List, 2003). Furthermore, as Braga and Starmer (2005) point out, the 
preference discovery process applies not only to learning about the good in question, but 
also to gaining understanding of the market institution through which it is to be provided.  

The nature and speed of the preference discovery process becomes of particular importance 
in the case of the valuation of non-market goods through hypothetical surveys such as those 
used in contingent valuation (CV) or discrete choice experiment (CE) studies (Bateman et 
al., 2002). Some applications of these techniques present individuals with goods which they 
have little prior experience of (such as certain environmental goods) and employ 
hypothetical market institutions which individuals have never previously encountered. The 
standard approach to such problems is to ensure that question formats conform to the formal 
requirements of incentive compatibility (Carson, Groves and Machina, 1999).  

The use of incentive compatible devices may well dissuade respondents from engaging in 
subterfuge and strategic behaviour; in other words, individuals may well answer as honestly 
as possible. Furthermore, a number of studies have shown that with fairly minimal 
encouragement respondents can set aside the hypothetical nature of non-market exercises 
and, presumably, answer as honestly as possible (Cummings et al., 1995). However, the 
preference discovery argument raises questions regarding whether such approaches are 
sufficient to elicit theoretically consistent responses and indeed evidence from experimental 
investigations of such formats is decidedly mixed1. If participants in valuation surveys lack 
experience of the goods and/or markets concerned then it is quite possible that they have 
been unable to form theoretically consistent preferences prior to their responses being 
collected.  

Assuming, as seems reasonable, that individuals may find non-market valuation situations 
novel then how are responses formulated? Psychological insights into this issue suggest 
that, in such situations individuals will tend to ‘construct preferences’ using a variety of 
choice heuristics or ‘rules of thumb’ (Tversky and Kahneman, 1973; 1974; Slovic, 1995). 
Experimental investigations have shown that a common source of such heuristics are the 
characteristics of the question frame itself (see, for example, Ariely et al., 2003). Such 
framing effects have been identified within a number of CV studies (Kahneman, et al, 1999). 
For example, the bid-levels used in valuation questions have been shown to anchor 
subsequent responses (Johnson and Schkade, 1989; Green, et al., 1998 2,3), presumably 

                                                 
1 Some studies find convergence of hypothetical with ‘real’ markets while other analyses report divergent results 
(see Cummings et al. 1997, Taylor et al 2001 and Burton et al 2001). 
2 Anchoring or starting point effects are one of the most well documented response heuristics, being replicated 
in a host of CV, economic and psychological studies (Kahneman et al., 1982; Kahneman and Tversky, 1982; 
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being interpreted by respondents as clues to the ‘correct’ value of the good under 
investigation. Preference construction therefore results in responses which are, from the 
perspective of standard economic theory, anomalous and unsuited for incorporation within 
decision making (Rabin, 1998).  
 
Working on what seem (to the authors at least) reasonable assumptions that: individuals do 
not hold prior preferences for many provision change scenarios concerning non-market 
goods; that incentive compatibility alone is probably insufficient to induce instantaneous 
discovery of theoretically consistent preferences; and that individuals have no experience of 
most hypothetical market mechanisms; what strategy should be adopted for valuing changes 
in such goods? Of course one approach is to abandon such a venture on the grounds that a 
misleading estimate may be worse than no estimate at all (Diamond and Hausman, 1994)4. 
However, clearly a more desirable outcome is to successfully address the issue of 
preference construction and remove or at least sufficiently ameliorate the incidence of 
anomalies5. While highlighting the issue of preference construction, the psychological 
literature also provides insights into how reliance upon question frame and other heuristics 
might be reduced and hence anomalies ameliorated.  
 
While many non-market valuation studies focus strongly upon the accuracy of information 
provided to survey respondents, psychological research tends to emphasise the ‘evaluability’ 
of that information (Hsee 1996a, 1996b; 1998; Slovic et al., 2004). Here the argument is that, 
unless individuals connect with and understand a piece of information on an emotional 
‘affective’ level, then that information will (at least to some degree) lack meaning. 
Interestingly, an individual may on an objective level be able to acknowledge that say one 
numeric value is larger than another, but in the absence of evaluability then their response 
fails to tap into any underlying true preference. In such situations, rather than assisting with 
the decision making process, such information is liable to act as a heuristic spur for the 
construction of anomalous preferences.  
 
There is a substantial, longstanding and ongoing literature showing that the presentation of 
information in visual form can, in many situations, greatly enhance its evaluability (Nisbett 
and Ross, 1980; Eagly and Chaiken, 1993; Hibbard and Peters, 2003). Early findings include 
the work of MacGregor and Slovic (1986) who show that visual displays outperform 
conventional information in terms of respondents being able to correctly assess factual 
outcomes. More recently Lipkus and Hollands (1999) show that visual information 
outperforms numeric data as a basis for the accurate comprehension of risk. Indeed the 
evaluation of health care risks has provided a number of examples where visual information 
has consistently outperformed equivalent numeric information as a route for minimising 
perception and judgement errors (Slovic et al., 2002; Peters et al., 2005a,b; Fagerlin et al., 
2005; Zikmund-Fisher, et al., 2005). For example, Hibbard et al (2002) found that individuals 
asked to pick the best health insurance plan from an array of satisfaction ratings chose an 
inferior plan 45% of the time. However the simple addition of visual information reduced error 
rates to only 16%.  
                                                                                                                                                        
Roberts et al., 1985; Kahneman, 1986; Harris et al., 1989; Bateman et al., 1995; Jacowitz and Kahneman, 1995; 
Strack and Mussweiler, 1997; Chapman and Johnson, 1999; Epley and Gilovitch, 2001).  
3 Due to its single-response format it is impossible to test for anchoring within an incentive compatible single 
bound dichotomous choice format. Investigations of double, triple and one-and-one-half bound dichotomous 
formats all reveal clear evidence of anchoring (Cameron and Quiggin, 1994; Bateman et al., 2001, 2004). 
However, it is and will remain an open question as to whether this has any bearing upon the single bound 
method.  
4 Indeed some go further to argue for a move to non-economic approaches to decision making (e.g., Johnston, 
1996; Jacobs, 1997; Sagoff, 2004). 
5 An interesting alternative is to give directly engage in the preference construction process, managing available 
heuristics so as to encourage the construction and internally consistent preferences (Hoeffler and Ariely, 1999; 
Gregory et al., 1993). 
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Psychological insights therefore suggest that a strategy for addressing anomalies within non-
market valuation studies is to use of visual information to reduce uncertainty and 
unfamiliarity with the good concerned. Such a strategy of itself does not address the problem 
of a lack of familiarity with hypothetical market institutions. However, unlike the single shot 
CV approach, reliance upon the CE approach places the survey respondent within a context 
where they make repeated trade-offs between different specifications of the non-market 
good and alternative prices (Adamowicz et al., 1999; Louviere et al., 2000; Louviere, 2001; 
Bennett and Blamey, 2001; Holmes and Adamowicz, 2003; Hensher et al., 2005). This 
repetition provides experience of the hypothetical market and hence may reduce any 
anomalies arising from initial inexperience of that institution.  
 
Adoption of the CE approach also has the attraction of investigating a format which, unlike 
the CV method (Carson, forthcoming), has received relatively little testing with respect to its 
vulnerability empirical anomalies within the field of non-market environmental valuation. 
Given that the number of CE applications to environmental goods is expanding rapidly (see, 
for example, Adamowicz et al., 1994, 1997, 1998; Boxall, et al., 1996; Bullock et al., 1998; 
Hanley et al., 2001a,b; Blamey 2002; Haab and  McConnell, 2003; Champ, et al., 2003; 
Mallawaarachchi et al., 2001, 2006), then testing whether resultant values are readily suitable 
for incorporation within economic decision making, or highly prone to anomalies, is clearly a 
research priority.  
 
Accepting the present lack of CE anomaly testing within the environmental context, what then 
are the likely candidates for response heuristics within such studies? To assess this consider 
the typical CE study which presents survey respondents with a series of options concerning 
the good in question. That good is described in terms of its defining attributes which are in 
turn varied across a range of numerical levels to define each option. The respondent is 
asked to choose between two or more of these options (one of which may be the status 
quo). This choice process is then iterated so as to build up a set of trade-off preferences for 
each respondent. Repeating this process across a sample (some of whom may be 
presented with choices between further options so as to extend the observation set) allows 
the researcher to efficiently gather a substantial data set concerning underlying preferences. 
This data can then be analysed to extract desired statistics such as the willingness to pay 
(WTP) for a given provision level of the specified good.  

From an objective standpoint, providing that the attributes fully define the good then CE 
choice tasks are straightforward. However, given the psychological research discussed 
previously, a question arises concerning the evaluability of such tasks. One possible 
scenario is that respondents may objectively understand that say a numeric increase in the 
level of an attribute is a good (or bad) thing, but if they do not comprehend the magnitude of 
that change then the face value interpretation of responses is likely to be erroneous. For 
example, say that the CE concerns changes to instream flows in rivers used for water 
abstraction, a topic which has formed the subject matter for a number of valuation studies 
(see, for example, Duffield, et al., 1994; Willis and Garrod, 1999; Berrens, et al., 2000; 
Loomis et al., 2003; Collins et al., 2005).  A technically accurate method for describing such 
flows might be in terms of increases or decreases in the flow level. It is trivial to assume that 
respondents will be able to distinguish an increase from a decrease and even a large 
increase from a smaller one. Furthermore, it seems likely that individuals will be able to 
classify changes as either utility improving or diminishing. However, unless respondents can 
bestow meaning upon different levels then they will lack evaluability. In such cases it seems 
that the continuous nature of an attribute level may be reinterpreted as say a category 
variable or at worse a simple discrete good/bad change.  

In analysing and interpreting CE data, researchers implicitly adopt the face value assumption 
that responses relate to the attribute levels as specified (albeit in a potentially nonlinear 
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manner) rather than to some categorisation or binary interpretation of those levels. Yet the 
psychological evidence suggests that, to some extent, certain types of numeric level 
information may be less evaluable than visual presentations of the same information. Of 
course the extent to which such an effect arises will be highly dependent upon the nature of 
and familiarity with that information. One would not expect that numeric information on the 
cost of a scheme would cause any lack of interpretability. However, non-market valuation 
exercises often present respondents with less familiar attributes. Examples include:  

• The level of instream flows (mentioned previously);  

• Choosing between land use options including the area of teatree woodlands and the 
amount of vegetation along rivers and in wetlands, both measured in hectares 
(Mallawaarachchi et al., 2001); 

• Asking respondents to choose between options defined by differing areas (in 
hectares) of urban, sugar cane and ‘rare or unique vegetation’ land use 
(Mallawaarachchi et al., 2006);  

• The number of metres per kilometre of dry stone wall field boundary which would be 
restored under an option (EFTEC, 2006);  

• Changes in the population of wild geese (Hanley et al., 2003).  

• The percentage of lake acres and river miles with good water quality (Magat et al, 
2000). 

• Text descriptions of scenery along a recreational trail is (Hanley et al., 2001; Lindberg 
and Fredman, 2004) 

 
In cases such as these, respondents can readily see whether the level of an attribute is 
increasing or decreasing and may well have preferences as to whether such changes are 
desirable or not. However, lack of affective connection with such attributes may well 
compromise their evaluability. Of course not all CE studies contain attributes which are likely 
to be non-evaluability. For example, many CE applications in the field of transport 
management comprises solely commonplace attributes. However, the likelihood of such 
problems arising seems much greater in the area of environmental valuation where 
attributes and/or their measurement units may be less familiar.  
 
What then are the likely consequences of a given attribute, which is of importance to 
individuals, being presented in a poorly-evaluable manner? One possible outcome is that the 
attribute may effectively be ignored, resulting in a lack of scope sensitivity.  This might then 
erroneously be construed as indicating that the attribute is irrelevant to the decision process. 
Another possibility, which may cause less readily detectable problems, is that the levels of 
the poorly-evaluable attribute may be reinterpreted by the respondent as heuristic cues for 
determining responses. Here, rather than reacting in a face value manner to the continuous 
levels used, respondents are likely to interpret attribute level changes as simply indicating 
good or bad things; as binary gains or losses. Such interpretation undermines the 
straightforward assumption underpinning the analysis of CE data and leads to erroneous 
parameter estimates and consequent implied values.  
 
This reinterpretation of continuous changes as binary good or bad things is likely to trigger 
what is arguably the strongest and most well documented of all heuristics: gains/loss 
asymmetry. The tendency for people to strongly prefer avoiding losses than acquiring gains 
is, according to a recent review, the most intensively experimentally investigated of all 
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economic phenomena (Horowitz and McConnell, 2002)6. Psychological critiques contend 
that a major driver of this phenomena is the ‘loss aversion’ heuristic (Tversky and 
Kahneman, 1991; Kahneman, et al., 1991) whereas standard economic theory focuses upon 
income and substitution effects (Hanemann, 1991; 1999). Both theories allow for substantial 
divergences between the amount an individual is willing to pay (WTP) for a gain of a unit and 
the amount they are willing to accept (WTA) in compensation for giving up that unit7.  
However, there are other measures of welfare regarding which these theoretical 
perspectives differ. In particular Hicks (1943) defines the ‘equivalent loss’ (EL) measure as 
the amount an individual is willing to pay to avoid a loss. Standard theory states that this will 
be identical to the WTP measure. Conversely psychological insights and empirical tests 
(Bateman et al., 1997). suggest that if individuals employ the loss aversion heuristic to make 
choices then the EL measure will exceed WTP.  
 
The above discussion provides the basis for our study. Psychological insights suggest that 
conventional, numeric descriptions of certain of the attributes featuring within CE studies of 
environmental goods lack evaluability. In such cases survey respondents are liable to resort 
to heuristics, notably loss aversion, to formulate responses. This will lead to a theoretically 
anomalous divergence between measures of WTP for gain and EL to avoid losses. The 
same psychological literature suggests that visual representations of these attributes may 
enhance their evaluability, reducing dependency upon the loss aversion heuristic and hence 
reducing if not removing the  asymmetry between WTP and EL measures.  

Recent advances within the field of virtual reality (VR) visualisation have opened up the 
possibility of directly addressing the evaluability critique of CE’s by visualising the attribute 
levels which comprise a choice option. By so doing we can develop a new valuation 
methodology, the virtual reality choice experiment (VRCE) which relies upon visual cues to 
present complex environmental changes to individuals. In so doing this research combines 
the notion of ‘evaluability’ with the wider theory of naturalistic decision making (NDM) (see, 
for example, Orasanu and Connolly, 1993) which stresses the importance of including wider 
and more natural context within decision making. Harrison et al., (2005) argue that one of 
the major benefits of a VR based approach is the incorporation of such context allowing a 
move away from the highly focussed and abstracted environment of the typical economic 
experiment. The significant role of context has been demonstrated in many economics 
analyses (see, for example, Cooper et al., 1999;  Harrison and List, 2003, 2004; and 
Camerer, 2003). In so doing this in turn addresses the ‘focusing illusion’ problem (Schkade 
and Kahneman, 1998)8 in which experimental concentration on a given single good, 
presented in framework devoid of wider context, is liable to inflate respondents perceptions 
of the importance of that good and hence upwardly bias valuations of changes in provision.  

In the following section we describe an experimental design to implement such a study. This 
concerns changes (both increases and decreases) in various types of land use (nature 
reserve, agricultural, etc.) within a specified area. The study employs state of the art VR 
                                                 
6 Pertinently, Horowitz and McConnell find that the less a good is like an ‘‘ordinary market good’’ then the 
higher is the degree of gains/loss asymmetry. Given that the present study examines an environmental non-
market good we should not be surprised to find substantial asymmetry within our resultant valuation estimates.  
7 Note that Sugden (1999) argues that it would take implausible levels of income and substitution effect to 
generate the levels WTA/WTP divergence observed in empirical studies. Furthermore, Bateman et al (1997) 
find that asymmetry persists even when controlling for standard theoretic drivers of the WTA/WTP disparity. 
Together this provides both theoretical and empirical support for the hypothesis that non-standard factors such 
as loss aversion are responsible for at least some of the observed asymmetry. This seems perfectly compatible 
with the Horowitz and McConnell finding that WTA/WTP differences are lowest for ordinary market goods, for 
which we might expect less loss aversion.  
8 The idea behind the focusing illusion can be summarised in the proverb that “Nothing is as important as when 

you think about it”. 
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software to generate visual representations of environmental land use change options seen 
by a sample of CE participants. A split sample approach is used to contrast the choices of 
the latter group with those of a second sample faced with a conventional CE design in which 
objectively identical information is presented in numeric form. A third treatment is 
constructed by presenting a new sample with both the visual and numeric information. All 
respondents view the same full factorial design which allows for both gains and losses of 
each land use type and thereby the estimation of both WTP and EL values9. Contrasting 
these across treatments allows inspection of the degree to which the gains/loss anomaly 
occurs and is ameliorated or exacerbated by the differing modes of information provision. 
Subsequent sections describe our empirical results and present discussions and 
conclusions.  

2. STUDY DESIGN: ATTRIBUTES, HYPOTHESES AND VIRTUAL REALITY 
VISUALISATIONS 

Attributes 

Given the above concerns regarding the evaluability of attribute and levels, we decided to 
focus upon one of the most common application areas within the field of environmental 
valuation; land use change. Such subject matter is in principle highly suitable for both 
numeric and visual presentation of information, although to date applications have only 
employed numeric approaches. The land use change issue is also ideally suited to the use 
of both increases and decreases in attribute levels as land is employed between different 
uses.  

A convenient case study issue presented itself in the form of an ongoing debate concerning 
management of the North Norfolk (UK) coast and in particular the coastal area at Holme. 
This low-lying site consists of a mix of two types of environmentally valuable land uses: 
freshwater nature reserve (which we subsequently denote ‘Reserve’) and saltmarsh mudflats 
which are flooded at high tide (‘Flooded’), the remainder of the area being farmed10. Both the 
Reserve and Flooded areas are determined by the degree of protection afforded by a series 
of man-made coastal defences. A number of options being actively considered by relevant 
authorities (Jude et al., 2003) which means that a plethora of trade-off possibilities exist 
between these land uses and defence expenditures (the final ‘Cost’ attribute).  
 
Creating Virtual Reality Visualisations of Land Use Attributes 
 
The notion of using visual images within valuation studies is not a new one. Previous studies 
have employed a range of visual cues including artists impressions and maps  (Willis and 
Garrod, 1992; O’Riordan et al. 1993; Bateman et al., 1995; 2001), and computer edited 
photographs and photomontages (Hanley et al., 1998; Fukahori and Kubota, 2003). As an 
extension of the latter approach, more recently a limited number of applications have used 
                                                 
9 To date, and to the best of the authors knowledge, the present study provides the first comparison of EL and 
WTP measures within a CE framework. However, a small number of CE studies have reported significant 
WTP/WTA reference point asymmetries including an analysis of food attribute demand  (Hu et al., forthcoming) 
and water services to residential households (MacDonald, et al., unpub.). 
10 Arguably stated preferences over land use and expenditure options could be influenced by positive values for 
changes to agricultural area. While this seems unlikely (given the long standing surplus of agricultural land), to 
allow for the possibility (and reinforce the notion that the overall study area is constant) the residual farmed 
areas were presented to respondents as part of each choice option. Note that this does not constitute a further CE 
design attribute as agricultural land area is always the difference between total area and the sum of the Reserve 
and Flooded area. Even if respondents do hold significant values for agricultural land within the study area, such 
preferences are of little interest to the present study and irrelevant to the issue of whether gains/loss asymmetries 
differ between the numeric and visual information treatments. 
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computer-generated still images to convey built environment design elements (Davies et al., 
2002; Davis et al., 2000; Laing et al., 2002) and urban parks (Mambretti et al., 2005).  
However, ongoing advances in computing power have allowed the analyst both to consider a 
more varied array of landscapes, and to bring in features such as animation and user 
interactivity. In particular VR analysts have introduced routines to allow individuals to choose 
between scenarios (e.g. Bishop et al., 2001; Stock and Bishop, 2002). Recent export 
capabilities and plugins available in conventional geographical information systems (GIS) 
such as ArcView and MapInfo, has generated a new generation of VR-GIS capable of 
interactive landscape visualisation (e.g. Lovett et al., 2002c; Huang et al., 2001; Zavala and 
Pou, 2000). Most recently systems such as those manufactured by SGI (SGI, 2003) and 
Evans & Sutherland (Evans & Sutherland, 2003), and software such as that from Multigen-
Paradigm (Multigen, 2003) offer the opportunity to freely explore and interact with virtual 
worlds in real-time; increasingly there is the capacity to base those worlds on GIS data, for 
example via packages such as Terra Vista (Terrex, 2003)). It is this VR-GIS approach which 
we adopt in the present study.  
 
In order to ensure that the options presented to respondents within a subsequent CE 
exercise were grounded in the reality of the study site, an initial analysis of the physical 
characteristics of the area was undertaken. Here a GIS was used to employ methods 
developed by Jude et al. (2004) to modify Ordnance Survey (OS) Land-Line.Plus 1:2,500 
scale vector line data and produce a baseline digital map of the area. This allowed the 
researchers to examine possible land use change in the area under a matrix of flooding and 
flood defence scenarios (details given in Jude et al., 2005). This analysis identified an area 
of some 274 hectares where a continuous trade-off between the Reserve, Flooded and Cost 
variables was possible. This therefore constituted an ideal study area for our CE analysis.  
 
In order to enhance the policy application of results, rather than ‘invent’ future virtual 
environments these were generated from data concerning the real world physical 
characteristics of the study area. To achieve this, the GIS was used to combine our baseline 
digital map with various other OS data resources including a digital elevation model 
representing the study site’s topography (OS Land-Form Profile, OS Land-Line.Plus and OS 
Meridian) and large and medium scale line data edited and classified to provide a landcover 
map of both the study area and surrounding land to which textures representing changes in 
land use can be applied11 (details of these processes and outputs are reported in Jude et al., 
2004, 2005). This allowed the data-driven definition of a variety of future land use scenarios, 
all of which were within the bounds of possibility dictated by the natural characteristics of the 
case study area. VR representations of any given land use scenario could then be produced 
by importing the GIS data into a series of linked VR and imaging packages12. Some minor 
enhancements were added to further improve the evaluability of the VR images such as 
adding a greytone shading to areas beyond the study area to clarify that they would remain 
unchanged and employing a clear colour scheme to differentiate between Reserve, Flooded 
and agricultural land uses.  
 
The resultant ‘interactive’ VR images permitted viewers to ‘fly-through’ the virtual 
environments created, taking whatever path and altitude they desired, landing at will and 
moving across the surface of the VR area. Representing such images within the confines of 
a two dimensional page is unsatisfactory and a superior approach13 is to view the images 

                                                 
11 Note that there were no buildings within the study area, however those nearby were identified using OS 
Address-Point data and three dimensional VR building models attached so as to enhance the realism of the 
resultant VR images. 
12 These include Terrex Terra Vista, MultiGen ModelBuilder3D, Audition Virtual Reality Viewer software, 
Bionatics REALnat and Adobe PhotoShop. Details are given in Jude et al., (2004, 2005).  
13 Even this is limited by the constraints of the internet. Representative flythroughs across the VR terrain can be 
obtained on request from the authors.  
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available at http://www.uea.ac.uk/~e154/research/visualisations/. However, for illustrative 
purposes only, Figure 1 presents screenshots of the flythrough starting points for the status 
quo and one alternative scenario.  
 
Figure 1: Screenshots of the flythrough starting points for VR visualisations of the 
status quo (left hand panel) and one of the alternative land use scenarios (right hand 
panel) 
 

 
One of the advantages of the design approach taken was that, once created, the VR 
environments could be readily exported to and run on conventional PC machines. This 
greatly enhances the potential for such applications to enhance the participatory decision 
making process (Appleton and Lovett, 2003, 2005; Lovett et al., 2003). However, for 
experimental purposes we wished to ensure that the amount of information given to each 
individual participant was constant. Allowing subjects freedom to determine their own 
investigation of each VR environment seemed likely to lead to individuals taking substantially 
different lengths of time to complete each choice task. Therefore, it was decided in this 
instance to use pre-set flight paths to describe the options in each choice task14. In 
conditions where experimental rigour is not an issue such a requirement could readily be 
relaxed.  
 
 
Setting Attribute Levels and Finalising VR Visualisations 
 
The status quo levels of our two focal land use attributes were approximately 93 and 30 
hectares of Reserve and Flooded respectively. In order to allow for non-linear (and 
potentially asymmetric) preferences across both the gains and loss dimension, we required a 
minimum of four levels for each of our land use attributes; two of which had to be increases 
over the status quo and the other two being decreases (although which of these represents, 
in utility terms, a gain or a loss will be determined by respondents preferences). We were 
also interested in examining the effects of pushing attribute levels to zero. Using these 
requirements, attribute levels were determined so as not to seem too out of line with status 
quo values. Levels for the Reserve attribute were chosen as 0, 43, 112 and 149 hectares, 
while for the Flooded attribute levels of 0, 12, 95 and 125 hectares were used. In all cases 
the residual land use was retained as being farming. Combining the four levels of both of the 
land-use attributes plus the status quo gives a total of 17 possible land use permutations 
within the study area, each of which required a VR visualisation in order to be entered within 
our survey design. These visualisations were generated as discussed above.  
 

                                                 
14 This was achieved via a simple Visual Basic program which delivered controlled viewing of preset fly-
through files to participants using Quantum 3D Audition VR viewer software. 
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Turning to consider definition of our final Cost attribute, a pilot CV exercise concerning the 
Holme case study suggested that using the payment vehicle of increases in water utility bills 
had a number of advantages over other alternatives and that amounts of £1, £5, £10, £30 
would provide appropriate levels for this attribute (Jude et al., 2003). 
 
 
Testable Hypotheses 
 
Our chosen attribute levels allow for trade-offs between money and either increases or 
decreases in both the Reserve and Flooded attributes. Responses therefore allow us to 
estimate measures of both WTP (for gains) and EL (to avoid losses). As discussed 
previously, standard theory suggests that marginal WTP should equal marginal EL for a 
given unit. Ideally we would want different individuals being placed at different status quo 
levels such that we could obtain WTP and EL measures for identical units of provision. 
However, short of misleading respondents about the current situation, we could only achieve 
such a design by telling asking them to imagine that they have moved from the current to 
some alternative status quo (with some respondents being told to move to a higher initial 
endowment while others move to a lower starting point). We have attempted such exercises 
before (Bateman et al., 2000) but that experience suggested that the degree of cognitive 
effort involved in such scenarios constitutes a serious limitation to such studies and this was 
avoided on this occasion. This does mean that a valuation curve exhibiting strong 
differences between marginal WTP and EL values is plausibly consistent with standard 
economic theory as we are comparing different units of provision (i.e. marginal rates are 
being taken from different points on the valuation curve). However, theory cannot explain 
any observed differences in the EL/WTP ratio between the numeric and virtual reality 
presentation modes; procedural invariance being the standard expectation. Conversely, 
psychological perspectives, which emphasise the greater evaluability of visual over numeric 
information, would predict that the EL/WTP ratio for the visual presentation treatments 
should be less extreme than that for the treatment where respondents receive numeric 
information only. This contrast in observed ratios provides the central test of our analysis 
and is formulated in the following hypothesis: 
 

( ) ( )jjii WTPELWTPELH //:0 =  
 
where i, j denote information presentation mode treatment and i ≠ j. As noted in the 
preceding paragraph, given the design of the study we have no prior expectation regarding 
the ‘correct’ value of the EL/WTP ratio (other than it should not be less than unity). However, 
loss aversion and our prior empirical results (Bateman et al., 1997) suggest that a value of 
EL/WTP > 1 is likely, indeed increased reliance upon the loss aversion heuristic should 
result in higher values of this ratio. More importantly, standard theory gives no reason to 
expect anything but procedural invariance across the various information provision 
treatments which characterise our experiment. Such procedural invariance will result in 0H  
holding across all presentation treatments. In contrast, the arguments underpinning 
evaluability suggest that numeric information is likely to have lower evaluability than visual 
information. In such a case  0H should be rejected with the EL/WTP being lower for 
presentations with greater evaluability (those including visual information) than when 
information is presented in a less evaluable manner (treatments relying solely upon numeric 
information provision).  
 
Final design and survey administration 
 
Combining the four levels for each of the Reserve, Flooded and Cost attributes dictates a full 
factorial design of 64 options. These were incorporated within a SQ+1 question format in 
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which each choice is between the status quo and a single, randomly selected option. In 
order to reduce cognitive load, each experiment participant faced a random draw of 16 
choice tasks from the full factorial.  
 
A computer-based survey was designed to administer the survey15, with participants viewing 
all of the information and making their responses using a desktop PC in an experimental 
laboratory.  The survey questionnaire comprised of several sections and was designed to be 
largely self administered following some initial introduction by the session facilitator.  A set of 
introductory pages outlining the survey and how it worked were followed by a description of 
the management issues at the study site, and its characteristics.  These included a series of 
photographs and maps as visual aids introducing the site and its attributes. Photographs of 
the Reserve, Flooded and agricultural areas of the study site were then presented to all 
participants so as to mimic the standard introductory information used in most good quality 
valuation studies. Figure 2 presents an example of this information, in this case showing the 
status quo location of agricultural land within the study area together with a photograph of 
this land type taken in-situ. Similar information was presented for the Reserve and Flooded 
attributes and a colour paper map of the site and its land uses under the status quo situation 
was also given to all participants from the outset of the experiment. Participants were then 
asked a number of simple ‘warm-up’ questions regarding their usage, perceptions and 
attitudes toward the North Norfolk coast.  
 
Figure 2:  Screenshot example of the introductory information presented to all 
participants in the experiment: Location and photo of agricultural land within the 
survey area 
 

 
 
Once the base map and photo information was delivered to all participants, unbeknown to 
those subjects, the experiment then divided into three treatments. These were devised to 

                                                 
15 The survey was written using HyperText Markup Language (HTML) and made extensive use of forms, with 
Javascript switching the images and information presented in each of the landuse option sets.  
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examine the hypothesised difference in gains/loss asymmetry arising from the use of visual 
as opposed to numerical information. In the first treatment, denoted NUMERIC_ONLY, the 
CE choice tasks faced by participants were presented in standard numeric form, as choices 
between the area of each land use type in the status quo and alternative options, both 
described through the numeric levels (in hectares) of each of the attributes. In the second 
treatment, denoted VR_ONLY, the status quo versus alternative choice tasks were 
presented solely as the VR flythroughs described previously. Finally, in the third treatment, 
denoted VR&NUMERIC, the participants were presented which choices described both as 
VR flythroughs and, beneath these, in standard numeric form16. In all treatments the level of 
the Cost attribute was always presented numerically. Furthermore, again in all treatments 
actual choices were only elicited after practice questions had been answered, allowing 
participants to familiarise themselves with the choice task and response mode. Once all 
choice tasks had been completed the three treatments again became identical and a series 
of personal characteristic questions were posed so as to elicit potential explanatory 
covariates. On completion of a survey, data was automatically stored and sent to the survey 
facilitator.   
 
The experiment was conducted within the Social Science for the Environment, Virtual Reality 
and Experimental Laboratories (SSEVREL) at the Zuckerman Institute for Connective 
Environmental Research (ZICER) at the University of East Anglia. Participants were 
contacted through via an email invitation to all staff and students at the University (although 
only students chose to participate). Reference to the participants university username 
ensured that no individual could participate more than once in the experiment and subjects 
were instructed not to discus their experience with others and were unaware of the other 
treatments employed in the study.    
 
 
3. RESULTS  
 
In total 288 individuals participated in the experiment, each providing 16 choice responses. 
Table 1 details those central attribute and treatment variables analysed within our statistical 
analysis (details of the characteristics of the sample being presented in Jude et al., 2005). 
Cursory analysis showed a good spread of choices between the status quo and alternative.  
 
Table 1: Variable definitions 
 

Variable Definition 
Reserve The area of freshwater nature reserve 

offered in the alternative scenario 
Flooded The area of saltmarsh mudflats, flooded at 

high tide, which is offered in the alternative 
scenario 

COST                    The increase in the Cost variable 
representing the additional amount of water 
bill tariff paid by the respondent for the 
alternative scheme  

RESDIFF                 The change in Reserve area from the status 
quo. 

FLOODDIF               The change in Flooded area from the status 
quo 

LOSS = 1 if the change in Reserve or Flooded 
area represents a reduction from the status 

                                                 
16 Screen-shots of each treatment are available from the authors.  
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quo (e.g. if RESDIFF<0); = 0 otherwise (e.g. 
if RESDIFF > 0) 

GAIN = 1 if the change in Reserve or Flooded 
area represents an increase from the status 
quo (e.g. if RESDIFF>0); = 0 otherwise (e.g. 
if RESDIFF < 0) 

VR_ONLY = 1 if the respondent only saw the levels of 
the landuse attributes (Reserve and 
Flooded) presented via VR representation; = 
0 otherwise. 

NUMERIC_ONLY = 1 if the respondent only saw the levels of 
the landuse attributes (Reserve and 
Flooded) presented via numbers of 
hectares; = 0 otherwise. 

VR&NUMERIC = 1 if the respondent only saw the levels of 
the landuse attributes (Reserve and 
Flooded) presented via both VR 
representation and numbers of hectares; = 0 
otherwise. 

RESDIFF*LOSS             Interaction term. Equals RESDIFF for all 
scenarios where the alternative offers a 
reduction in Reserve area from the status 
quo; = 0 for all scenarios offering an 
increase in Reserve area over the status 
quo;    

RESDIFF*LOSS*VRONLY    Interaction term. Equals RESDIFF for all 
scenarios where the alternative offers a 
reduction in Reserve area from the status 
quo and the respondent faced the 
VR_ONLY treatment; = 0 otherwise. Note 
that this variable is omitted from our model 
so that this becomes the base category 
treatment from which the departures of other 
treatments are calculated.           

RESDIFF*LOSS* VR&NUMERIC Interaction term. Equals RESDIFF for all 
scenarios where the alternative offers a 
reduction in Reserve area from the status 
quo and the respondent faced the 
VR&NUMERIC  treatment; = 0 otherwise.    

RESDIFF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY    Interaction term. Equals RESDIFF for all 
scenarios where the alternative offers a 
reduction in Reserve area from the status 
quo and the respondent faced the 
NUMERIC_ONLY treatment; = 0 otherwise.    

RESDIFF*GAIN             Interaction term 
RESDIFF*GAIN*VRONLY    Interaction term 
RESDIFF*GAIN* VR&NUMERIC Interaction term 
RESDIFF*GAIN*NUMERIC_ONLY    Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*LOSS             Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*LOSS*VRONLY    Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*LOSS* VR&NUMERIC Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY   Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*GAIN             Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*GAIN*VRONLY    Interaction term 
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FLOODDIF*GAIN* VR&NUMERIC Interaction term 
FLOODDIF*GAIN*NUMERIC_ONLY    Interaction term 
OVERSEAS                  = 1 if the respondent generally lived 

overseas and therefore was liable to  pay for 
the good in question for a shorter period of 
time than other respondents; = 0 otherwise.  

COST*OVERSEAS Interaction term 
CONSTANT   Constant 

2
0uσ  Intra-respondent variation 

 
 
In conducting econometric analysis of this data, we chose to pursue a parsimonious design 
focussing on the central issues of interest to our hypothesis testing. In particular we are 
interested in examining whether different modes of information provision lead to differing 
degrees of loss aversion and hence gains/loss asymmetry. Therefore an approach which 
distinguished WTP for gains from EL for avoiding losses was required. Within the latter we 
also required examinations of any interactions between information treatments and implicit 
EL values. Further testing indicated that other effects, such as those associated with 
respondents socio-economic and gender circumstances, could be kept to a minimum17 (with 
some minor exceptions, discussed subsequently).  Given the straightforward nature of the 
SQ+1 design, a simple random effects logit model (Goldstein, 1995) applied to differences in 
attribute levels from the status quo (rather than their absolute level as per the multinomial 
logit model) was sufficient to ensure consistency with a random utility model of preferences.  
 
Initial analysis18 estimated a fully unconstrained model. This included the COST variable 
alongside the two land-use attributes RESDIFF and FLOODDIF. For these latter attributes, 
interaction terms allowed identification of any difference in response patterns within either 
the gain or loss dimension. Furthermore, within each of these dimension further interaction 
terms allowed the identification of any effects due to the various information treatments (i.e. 
VR_ONLY, NUMERIC_ONLY and VR&NUMERIC) used in our study design. This analysis 
allowed the response to gains in the area of both Reserve and Flooded land to differ from 
that to losses and for this effect to be dependent upon the survey treatment each user 
experienced.  Results from this model indicated that respondents were more concerned 
about changes in Reserve area than in Flooded land. This model also contained a number of 
parameters which did not reach statistical significance, namely all treatment interactions (in 
both the gain and loss dimension) with the FLOODDIF variable and treatment interactions in 
the gain dimension for the RESDIFF variable. 
 
In order to examine which variables might be removed and hence derive a parsimonious 
model of our data, we systematically tested constraints that coefficients on treatment effects 
(VR_ONLY, NUMERIC_ONLY and VR&NUMERIC) and gain/loss effects were equal. 
Standard likelihood ratio (LR) tests indicated that we could not reject the constraint that for 
the FLOODDIF variable, both the treatment effects and any gains/loss asymmetry were 
insignificant19. This may well reflect the relatively weak preferences regarding Flooded land. 

                                                 
17 Given the relative homogeneity of our student-based sample this is hardly surprising. Further effects might be 
expected within a more diverse sample but these are not of relevance to the issues under investigation here.  
18 Although we describe a top-down model building approach here, the same best-fit model was also arrived at 
by using bottom-up techniques.   
19 Although statistically insignificant, after constraining treatment effects to be equal, the weak gains/loss 
asymmetry associated with Flooded land is nonetheless interesting. While the underlying effect for FLOODDIF 
was negative when all interactions were omitted (i.e. individuals see increases in flooded area as generating 
disutility), the FLOODDIF*LOSS interaction is both positive and of sufficient size that, if it were significant, it 
would suggest that respondents also see losses as undesirable. In effect this would suggest an extreme 
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By contrast respondents exhibited strong preferences regarding Reserve area with strong 
gains/loss asymmetry. Analysis showed that we cannot reject the constraint that treatment 
effects are equivalent for changes in the gain dimension for Reserve area. Comparing 
likelihood estimates20, the initial unconstrained model (containing all treatment and gain/loss 
interactions) did not provide a superior fit to the model derived through the above constraints 
(χ2 = 2.11, df = 7, p = 0.95). However, further testing of a fully constrained model rejected 
the hypothesis that we can constrain to be equal the treatment effects in the loss dimension 
of Reserve area (χ2 = 37.91, df = 10, p < 0.01). These various constraints result in the final 
restricted model as detailed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2: Random effects logit model parameter estimates (VR_ONLY treatment taken 
as the base treatment category for losses) 
 

Parameter β s.e. t Wald21 
CONSTANT                      0.0241 0.1241 0.19 0.038 
OVERSEAS                   0.4005 0.1319 3.04 9.214* 
COST                    -0.03566 0.003332 -10.70 114.554* 
FLOODDIF               -

0.00143
1 

0.000679 -2.11 4.448* 

RESDIFF                  0.005669 0.002183 2.60 6.744* 
RESDIFF*LOSS              0.01170 0.003629 3.22 45.062* 
RESDIFF*LOSS* VR&NUMERIC  0.002468 0.002295 1.08 1.156 
RESDIFF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY    0.01613 0.002826 5.71 32.591* 

2
0uσ †  0.837 0.099 8.45  

 
Notes:   * = Significant at p<0.05 

†  = Random (hierarchical) effects; intra-respondent variation22. Level 1 (choice) 
variance ( 2

0eσ ) constrained to 1. 
 
The model detailed in Table 2 provides a variety of insights into respondents’ preferences as 
well as providing results necessary to test our null hypothesis. Working through the model 
estimates, the intercept is insignificant, as per expectations for such a model23. Given the 
general homogeneity of our sample and the focus of our experiment we have only included 
one, highly significant, personal characteristic effect as captured in the OVERSEAS 

                                                                                                                                                        
endowment point effect where any move away from the status quo lowers utility. Note that if we were to relax 
our significance criteria to p<0.1 then the FLOODDIF*LOSS interaction would just prove significant (t = 1.69; 
p = 0.0916). Other, treatment related, interactions were more clearly insignificant.  
20 Values are as follows: Fully unconstrained model (with all interactions), 2*LL = 4348.44 (df = 15); ‘Best-fit’ 
model (as shown in Table 2 of this paper), 2*LL = 4350.55 (df = 8); Fully constrained model (with no 
interactions), 2*LL = 4386.35 (df = 5). In addition to the tests reported in the main body of this paper we also 
reject the additional constraints involved in a move from the ‘best-fit’ to ‘fully constrained’ model (χ2 = 35.80, 
df = 3, p < 0.01) 
21 The Wald statistic is used for testing significance in logistic models. It follows the chi-squared distribution 
with each Wald statistic analogous to a chi-square value with 1 degree of freedom. The square root of the Wald 
statistic gives the t-ratio.  
22 The model shows significant intra-respondent variation; a common finding in valuation studies. See, for 
example, the meta analysis of valuation studies reported by Bateman and Jones (2003). 
23 This is the expectation given the set up of the model. For example, a significant positive constant would 
indicate some inexplicable tendency for respondents to always prefer the future scenario. However, the constant 
is very clearly insignificant.  
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variable24. This shows that respondents who typically reside overseas and therefore would 
only pay for the good in question for a relatively short period are more likely to choose the 
alternative option. Such a finding accords with prior empirical work indicating that those that 
do not have to bear the cost of such schemes nevertheless often seem quite prepared to 
impose expenditures upon others in return for an increase in public goods provision 
(Bateman et al., 2003).  
 
Turning to consider the first attribute of the choice set, the relationship with the COST of 
alternatives to the status quo is, as expected, negative and is the most strongly significant of 
all effects; as the cost of an alternative option increases so respondents are less likely to 
choose that option.  
 
The FLOODDIF variable yields significant scope sensitivity although the relatively small size 
of the estimated coefficient, which is directly comparable to that on RESDIFF, shows that 
preferences for changes in Flooded area are much weaker than those for nature reserve. 
Furthermore, the negative estimated coefficient on FLOODDIF shows that respondents see 
additional Flooded areas as constituting a loss of utility25. 
 
The positive, relatively large and highly significant coefficient estimated for the RESDIFF 
variable is as expected. Due to the specification of the (subsequently discussed) interaction 
terms in the model, this coefficient shows the net effect of gains in freshwater reserve over 
the status quo. Comparing the estimated coefficient with that for COST gives a marginal 
WTP value of roughly £0.16 for a one hectare gain over the status quo.  
 
The next three variables, all of them interaction terms (RESDIFF*LOSS, 
RESDIFF*LOSS*VR&NUMERIC and RESDIFF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY), constitute the 
major focus of our analysis, allowing us not only to inspect the degree of gains/loss 
asymmetry but also examine the extent to which this varies across presentation treatments 
and hence test our null hypothesis. The RESDIFF*LOSS interaction allows us to examine 
the extent to which marginal EL values (for avoiding losses in Reserve area) differ from 
marginal WTP values (for gains in Reserve). Furthermore, because of the inclusion of the 
two triple interaction terms (RESDIFF*LOSS*VR&NUMERIC and 
RESDIFF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY) within the model, the RESDIFF*LOSS interaction tells 
us about the base case treatment, here specified as being respondents who were only 
presented with the VR visual information concerning changes in land use (the VR_ONLY 
treatment). Here the positive and highly significant coefficient on the RESDIFF*LOSS 
interaction indicates a much higher marginal value for avoiding losses of Reserve than was 
the case for gains; i.e. we observe strong gains/loss asymmetry. Adding this interaction to 
the underlying relationship (given by the RESDIFF coefficient) and dividing by the COST 
coefficient gives a marginal EL value of just under £0.50 to avoid the loss of a hectare of 
Reserve. Contrasting this with the marginal value for gains allows us to calculate our first 
EL/WTP ratio which, for the VR_ONLY treatment is 3.1. This is somewhat higher than the 
range of EL/WTP ratios obtained from Bateman et al., (1997) which varied from just over 
one to about 2.8. However, the latter study examined a range of highly familiar, high 
consumption, private goods (chocolates, Coke and money) whereas the present study looks 

                                                 
24 Analysis of how best to incorporate the effect of overseas respondents was undertaken. This showed that a 
model incorporating just the main effect variable, OVERSEAS, fitted the data significantly better than either a 
model substituting this for the interaction term COST*OVERSEAS or a model incorporating both of these 
variables.  
25 While the disutility associated with additional Flooded areas is hardly surprising, nevertheless from an 
ecological perspective such areas are of high biodiversity habitat value. This seems to demonstrate a commonly 
asserted problem of preference based decision systems; most individuals do not like muddy saltmarsh areas and 
are either unaware or do not care about the creatures that live there. The fact that such creatures frequently form 
a vital link in biodiversity support systems is not one readily appreciated by the typical individual.  
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at less familiar, low consumption, public good. The increase in EL/WTP ratio seems entirely 
in keeping with the general findings of Horowitz and McConnell (2002) who link higher levels 
of gains/loss asymmetry with less familiar, less ‘ordinary’ goods. However, again in line with 
prior expectations, the  EL/WTP ratios found in the present study are considerably lower 
than the WTA/WTP ratios for similar non-market goods noted by Horowitz and McConnell26. 
Of more interest to the present paper is to contrast this finding with asymmetry ratios for the 
other presentation treatments; to which we now turn.  
 
The departure of the VR&NUMERIC treatment from the base case for losses (the VR_ONLY 
treatment discussed above) is indicated by the RESDIFF*LOSS* VR&NUMERIC coefficient. 
As can be seen in Table 2, the estimated coefficient is positive indicating that the addition of 
numeric to visual information causes an increase in the gains/loss anomaly compared to the 
base case. This is an interesting finding as it fits with the expectations of the evaluability 
argument for a case where numeric information is not well comprehended by respondents 
and instead acts as a heuristic (gains/loss) cue. This increase in asymmetry results in a rise 
in the marginal EL value for preventing a loss of Reserve to just over £0.50, increasing the 
EL/WTP ratio to roughly 3.5. However, the estimated coefficient on the  
RESDIFF*LOSS*VR&NUMERIC variable is not statistically significant indicating that for the 
comparison between the VR_ONLY and VR&NUMERIC treatments we cannot reject the null 
hypothesis of no difference in the resulting degree of gains/loss asymmetry. It seems that, 
providing respondents are presented with visual information, the additional provision of 
numerical information does not significantly affect the degree to which the gains/loss 
asymmetry anomaly occurs. This seems entirely plausible. However, our key test is the 
contrast with respondents facing the standard CE format of numeric information provision 
alone and it is to that which we now turn.  
 
The RESDIFF*LOSS*NUMERIC_ONLY variable indicates the departure of those 
respondents who received only numeric information from the base case of respondents who 
saw both numeric and visual information. As can been seen from the results of Table 2, the 
former group expressed preferences which were strongly significantly different from those 
facing the base VR_ONLY treatment. Further testing of an alternative model in which the 
base group is respecified as the VR&NUMERIC treatment showed that the difference 
between this and the NUMERIC_ONLY treatment was also significant (p<0.05). These tests 
and the comparatively very large departure estimated in the 
RESDIFF*LOST*NUMERIC_ONLY coefficient indicates a much stronger loss aversion and 
hence great gains/loss asymmetry amongst respondents presented with numeric information 
only than amongst those who were either additionally or exclusively presented with visual 
information. Marginal EL values for the former group were the highest at £0.94 per hectare, 
a value nearly twice that obtained from the other treatments and implying an EL/WTP ration 
of nearly 6.0. Consequently we very clearly reject our null hypothesis for comparisons 
between respondents in the numeric only treatment and those presented with visual 
information.  Net effects, marginal values, gain/loss asymmetry ratios and hypothesis test 
results are summarised in Table 3.  
 
 
 

                                                 
26 Horowitz and McConnell report a mean WTA/WTP ratio for public or non-market goods in excess of 10. 
That the ratios reported throughout our paper are considerably lower than this is to be expected. While Horowitz 
and McConnell focus on the WTA/WTP ratio, we examine EL/WTP ratios which both theory and empirical 
investigation suggest will be substantially smaller than the former (Tversky and Kahneman, 1991; Bateman et 
al., 1997). A further reason may be related to a methodological switch between the CV studies examined by 
Horowitz and McConnell and the CE approached used here. However, we are unaware of controlled 
methodological comparisons of gains/loss asymmetry rates across CV and CE studies. 
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Table 3: Marginal WTP values and loss/gain asymmetry ratios across the three 
information provision treatments  
 
Change 

in 
Reserve 

Information 
provision  
treatment 

 Net effect Marginal 
value1  

loss/gain 
ratio 

Hypothesis test 
results 

Gains       All treatments       RESDIFF = 
0.005669 

£ 0.1589 n/a - 

Losses VR_ONLY  RESDIFF + 
RESDIFF*LOSS 
=  0.005669 + 
0.01170 = 
0.017369 

£ 0.4871 3.07 Reject Ho for 
comparison 
against 
NUMERIC_ONL
Y but not 
against 
VR&NUMERIC 

Losses VR&NUMERIC RESDIFF + 
RESDIFF*LOSS 
+ 
RESDIFF*LOSS
* VR&NUMERIC 
= 0.005669 + 
0.01170 + 
0.002468 = 
0.019837 

£ 0.5563 3.50 Reject Ho for 
comparison 
against 
NUMERIC_ONL
Y but not 
against 
VR_ONLY 

Losses NUMERIC_ONL
Y 

RESDIFF + 
RESDIFF*LOSS 
+ 
RESDIFF*LOSS
* 
NUMERIC_ONL
Y =  0.005669 + 
0.01170 + 
0.01613 = 
0.033499 

£ 0.9394 5.91 Reject Ho for 
comparison 
against 
VR_ONLY and 
against 
VR&NUMERIC 

 
Notes:  1. WTP for gains or EL for losses. Calculated as the net effect divided by the 

absolute value of the COST coefficient (i.e. 0.03566).  
 
 
Given the central thesis of this study it seems only appropriate to illustrate these principal 
results visually, as per Figure 3. This graphically demonstrates the differences in gain/loss 
asymmetry across the various information provision treatments.  
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Figure 3: Estimated gain/loss asymmetries for changes in the area of nature reserve 
as evaluated under three information provision treatments 

 
 
 
 
4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
In their review, Horowitz and McConnell (2002) show that gains/loss asymmetry is a highly 
significant and pervasive feature of both the non-market valuation and experimental 
economic literatures. Its prevalence has fuelled a strong theoretical debate regarding 
whether or not empirical results are compatible with standard theory or support non-standard 
perspectives such as loss aversion and its relation to reference dependent utility theory.  
 
While it seems likely to the authors that both standard and non-standard perspectives have 
valuable insights to offer, the present paper does not attempt to discriminate between these 
competing theories. Rather we examine the possibility that, within non-market valuation 
studies, certain forms of information provision, specifically those which rely heavily upon the 
use of numeric information, may lack what psychologists have termed ‘evaluability’. This, we 
argue, exacerbates tendencies for respondents to rely upon heuristic cues in answering 
survey questions. In particular, such survey approaches may lead respondents to view 
changes in attributes not in terms of their prima-facie continuous levels of provision, but 
rather in more discrete gain vs. loss terms.  
 
Our results show that reliance upon numeric information alone does indeed lead to 
significant increases in gains/loss asymmetry. This suggests that, in this case, such forms of 
information provision have increased reliance upon the loss aversion heuristic and lead to 
increasingly anomalous results. It may very well be that the strength of such effects varies 
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according to the nature of the good under investigation and that, in a manner resonant of the 
findings of Horowitz and McConnell, the less a good is like an ‘‘ordinary market good’’ then 
the higher is the potential for  evaluability problems. Indeed it is tempting to conclude that the 
evaluability problem may in part explain the very steep increase in gains/loss asymmetry 
noted by those authors as they move from considering money trades and private goods to 
assessments of non-market and public goods.  
 
However, our research also has a hopeful message, even for the valuation of non-market 
goods. The new, VR based, approach to CE valuations which we develop through this paper 
offers a method of directly addressing the evaluability problems of certain numeric 
information (particularly regarding changes in the provision of environmental goods). By 
linking VR technology through to GIS databases, realistic, accurate and evaluable 
representations of real world environments can be generated. Furthermore, once generated, 
such virtual environments are readily employed in either the laboratory or field. We believe 
that such innovations may allow a leap forward in non-market valuation techniques, 
permitting researchers to convey realistic policy change scenarios in a manner which, as we 
demonstrate in the present study, directly reduces reliance upon response heuristics and 
consequent anomalies and thereby allowing underlying preferences to be more effectively 
measured.   
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